Chapter 8 Section 1 Differences and similarities of House and Senate members

House of Representatives
- Represents a Congressional District
- 7yr citizen, 25yrs old, 2yr term
- 435 Members, Based on a States Population
- Makes Laws, Represent Constituents
- Same Benefits or Live in State they Represent

Senate
- Represents Whole State
- 9yr citizen, 30yrs old, 6yr term
- 100 Senators, 2 per State Equal Representation

Representative
- Represents a Congressional District
- Rep. 7yr citizen, 25yrs old, 2yr term
- 435 Members, Based on a States Population
- Makes Laws, Represent Constituents
- Same Benefits or Live in State they Represent

Senator
- Represents Whole State
- Sen. 9yr citizen, 30yrs old, 6yr term
- 100 Senators, 2 per State Equal Representation
- Represents a Whole State